Object The objective of this study was to investigate effects of varying readout bandwidths on the arterial spin labeling (ASL)-perfusion MRI measurements at a high magnetic field MRI system. Materials and methods Brain perfusion studies were performed on nine volunteers (four males, five females) using flow sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) ASL single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI)-MRI. To investigate EPI bandwidth effects on the time-series perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) data, two regions-of-interest (ROI) were placed outside the brain to determine the level of noise and another ROI inside the brain to determine the level of signal. Coefficients of variations (CoV) were calculated for the timeseries PWI data. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate voxel-wise differences in the time-series PWI data between two different bandwidth values. Results At the level of ROI, there was no significant effect of changing EPI bandwidths on the time-series PWI data in any of the volunteers (P > 0.031). In contrast, CoV values over the dynamic PWI data varied with depending on selecting EPI bandwidths and voxel-based tests showed that N2 ghosting, modulated by EPI bandwidth, can appear in some brain regions, especially in areas that overlap with the spatial distribution of N2 ghosting artifacts. Conclusions Although N2 ghosting can be reduced by adjusting the bandwidth of EPI on the time-series of PWI data, the effects cannot be entirely eliminated. In particular, N2 ghosting can bias CBF quantification if EPI control scans to determine the equilibrium-state signal are confounded by N2 ghosting. Therefore, careful tuning of the bandwidth of EPI is necessary to avoid artifacts in the ASL signal from N2-ghosting.
Introduction
Echo-planar imaging (EPI) [1, 2] , which facilitates a speedy acquisition of the magnetic resonance signal, is nowadays widely used for generating maps of various signal contrasts, such as the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast in functional MRI (fMRI), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and cerebral blood flow (CBF) using arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI. However, in addition to factors of eddy current, echo misalignment, or gradient/receiver miscalibration, the rapidly switching magnetic field gradients of EPI can result in considerable mechanical vibrations which lead in turn to magnetic field fluctuations causing Nyquist (N2) ghosting in the EPI data [1] [2] [3] . Although many strategies have been invented to reduce N2 ghosts, including gradient compensation [4] , timing corrections [5] , reference phase corrections [6] , and post-processing image restoration [7] , none of these methods can entirely eliminate this artifact. Moreover, the corrections may not be effective for a time variant signal, such as the ASL or BOLD signal, because temporal variations of the signal and the gradient vibrations are usually not synchronized.
Perfusion MRI based on the ASL technique is generally performed using a gradient-echo EPI sequence to map CBF [8, 9] . EPI provides the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given repetition time compared to other sequences. The flow sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) ASL-MRI method is one of several techniques to label arterial blood water [10] . In FAIR, a control image (unlabeled image) is acquired with a slice selective inversion recovery pulse and a labeled image is acquired with a non-slice-selective inversion recovery pulse. A perfusion-weighted image (PWI) is obtained by subtracting the labeled image from the control image. The values of PWI can be transformed in principle into absolute units of using kinetic models of blood flow [11] .
Recently, the author [12] and others [13] demonstrated for DTI that the impact of N2 ghosting on diffusion measures can practically be eliminated by tuning the modulation frequency of the EPI readout gradient, i.e. the EPI bandwidth, to a range outside the harmonics of mechanical gradient vibrations so that the magnitude of the vibrations is substantially reduced. The objective of this study was to investigate whether the same strategy in reducing mechanical gradient vibrations is also effective in eliminating N2 ghosting in ASL-MRI measurements that are involved in the temporal variations of the signals. Specifically, we tested the extent to which residual N2 ghosting, induced by EPI gradients, can corrupt timeseries measurements of PWI.
Materials and methods
The local institutional review boards of the VA medical center and the University of California approved this study. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to enrolling in this study. Nine volunteers (four males, five females) were recruited from the local community. T 1 -weighted and T 2 -weighted structural images and ASL-MRI data were obtained for each volunteer using a 4 Tesla MRI system (Bruker/Siemens MedSpec, Germany) equipped with a birdcage RF transmit head coil and an eight-channel receiver head coil.
Data acquisitions
For the human brain study, the FAIR-ASL [10] method was used for spin labeling to obtain control (i.e. unlabeled) and labeled EPI images with ascending acquisitions. FAIR-ASL was combined with QUIPSS II with thin-section TI 1 periodic saturation (Q2TIPS) gradient-echo EPI sequence [14] to define the length of the ASL bolus, improving measurement accuracy. The in-plane inversion slab thickness was 150 mm for the slab-selective inversion pulse. The post-labeling delay time (TI 1 ) between the inversion pulse and the start of the periodic saturation pulse was 900 ms and the labeling delay time (TI 2 ) between the inversion and the EPI excitation pulse was 1,900 ms. The acquisition matrix of EPI was 48 × 64 with 6/8 phase partial Fourier acquisitions along the phase direction of EPI to shorten geometrical distortions in EPI. The repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE) were 3 s and 9 ms, respectively and they was kept constants in all experiments. The field-of-view (FOV) was 240 × 256 mm 2 without using a phase array reconstruction. Eleven transversal slices were acquired with 6 mm slice thicknesses and a 2 mm gap between slices to cover brain regions. Eighty ASL measurements were averaged to obtain time-dependent PWI signal changes, yielding the acquisition time of four minutes. A 3D online motion correction program during scans provided by the manufacturer was used to minimize motion artifacts. To cover a range of N2 ghosting, the EPI readout-encoding bandwidths of 2.442 (the echo-spacing time, ES = 0.47 ms, yielding strong N2 ghosting), 2.790 (ES = 0.42 ms, weak N2 ghosting), to 3.004 (ES = 0.40 ms, another weak N2 ghosting) kHz/pixel were selected based on the following phantom study. Please note that ES is the time between two neighboring EPI echoes.
Phantom studies were performed using a spherical water phantom provided by the manufacturer to determine N2 ghosting as a function of EPI bandwidth values. A gradientecho EPI sequence was used with the following parameters: the matrix size of 64 × 64, five transversal slices each 5 mm thick 10 mm apart, and a nominal voxel size of 4×4×5 mm 3 with FOV = 256 × 256 mm 2 . TR and TE were 3 s and 30 ms, respectively with four averages taken. The phase encoding gradient of EPI was oriented along the anterior-posterior direction. The bandwidth of the EPI readout-encodings was varied from 1.346 kHz/pixel (i.e. 86.144 kHz, corresponding to ES = 0.81 ms) to 3.720 kHz/pixel (i.e. 238 kHz, corresponding to ES = 0.39 ms). Regions of interest (ROI) were drawn in an area of N2 ghosting in the unlabeled raw EPI images as showing in Fig. 1a and the mean value of the ghost intensity computed. Intensity variations of N2 ghosting as a function of the EPI readout bandwidth are shown in Fig. 1b . In addition, to repeat the phantom experiments under FAIR ASL-MRI conditions, five transversal slices were acquired with the 6 mm slice thickness and 6 mm apart between slices to minimize slice cross-talk effect of imperfection of the slice-selection pulses and four measurements were averaged. The EPI readout-encoding bandwidth was varied from 2.442 kHz/pixel (corresponding to ES = 0.47 ms) to 3.552 kHz/pixel (corresponding to ES = 0.38 ms). Except for the number of slice and averages, the rest of imaging parameters were identical to the ASL-MRI scans of humans. 1 . 
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A B C Fig. 1 Representative images of the phantom scans (Fig. 1a) from the third slice for a few EPI readout-encoding bandwidths (kHz/pixel) and the Nyquist (N2) ghost behaviors on matrix of 64 × 64 b and on FAIR ASL MRI condition c of the gradient-echo EPI sequence. In a, the window brightness is set the same for all six images to emphasize the N2 ghost. The amplitudes of N2 ghosting on three slices are shown in b that data are obtained from the ROI in a. Three readout-encoding bandwidths for further applications on the human brain are selected based on the results of the phantom studies
Imaging processing
For the brain data analyses, Statistical Parametric Mapping Version 2 (SPM2) software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac. uk/spm/software/spm2/) was used for data post-processing and evaluations. For each EPI readout-encoding bandwidth, the motion corrected 80 dynamic EPI images and an averaged image of the motion corrected images was created from the original 80 images of the FAIR ASL-MRI data. Time-series PWI data processed by subtracting between the control images and the labeled images were created using a Matlab script. Control images, labeled images, and PWI data for each bandwidth were spatially normalized to the EPI.mnc template of SPM2. This accomplished an analysis by voxel-wise as well as by ROI at consistent anatomical locations.
To calculate averaged CBF maps over 80 subtracted images for each volunteer, shown in Fig. 2 , the PWI sets were scaled by using an in-house built program based on a single component and instantaneous exchanging model for ASL [11] according to:
Here, M is the voxel-based subtracted image, M ot is the control scan signal, f indicates CBF in units of ml/100 g per minute. The factors α = 0.98 and λ = 1.0 ml/100 g describe the labeling efficiency and the tissue-to-blood partition, respectively. TI 1 and TI 2 are 900 and 1,900 ms, respectively. TI 2 is also a function of the slice order as blood flow advances from the labeling gap to the distal slice position in the brain. Hence, the imaging time of EPI is added cumulatively to TI 2 for each ascending slice. T 1b = 1,620 ms is the longitudinal relaxation time of blood [15] . E = 1 is a correction factor to account for potential scaling of longitudinal relaxation times of brain tissue (T 1t ) and blood (T 1b ).
Statistical tests
For the ROI-based analysis of brain PWI data, three ROIs were drawn for each bandwidth and were evaluated to determine the time-dependent variations of the N2 ghost on the ASL-MRI data. One ROI (ROI1) was placed outside of the brain and distant from regions with potential N2 ghosting, as shown in Fig. 2 . Another ROI (ROI2) was placed again outside of the brain but in a region with N2 ghosting. ROI1 was select to measure changes in the noise level as EPI bandwidth was changed and ROI2 was selected to measure the intensity of N2 ghosts. Finally, to determine the ASL signal level, a third ROI (ROI3) was placed either in anterior and posterior brain areas that overlapped with N2 ghosting, as shown in Fig. 2 . For each time-series ROI data, variations in the ROIs between different bandwidth values were evaluated using two-way T tests, separately for each volunteer. To account for multiple comparisons from the three bandwidth tests, we adjusted the level of significance to α = 0.016(0.05/3). In addition, to compare the effect of bandwidth with variations within subjects, a linear mixed effects model was designed to separate out random variations within subjects from fixed effects related to bandwidth. For the voxel-based analyses, we first smoothed the normalized PWI data with an Gaussian kennel of 8 mm×8 mm× 10 mm and then tested for effects of bandwidth using the general linear model framework in SPM2. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate the voxel-wise differences of the time-series PWI data between two different bandwidths for each subject. The statistically significant level for each comparison was α = 0.005 without further corrections of multiple comparisons (P = 0.005, none).
Results
Representative images of the water phantom acquired to the 64 × 64 imaging matrix with the gradient-echo EPI sequence are shown in Fig. 1a for several bandwidths of EPI readout-encoding. The window brightness is kept the same for all six images to emphasize the change in magnitude of the N2 ghosts for the different EPI readout-encoding bandwidths. This shows the magnitude of the N2 ghost varied substantially over the range of bandwidth values. Using the ROI shown in Fig. 1a , we obtained the amplitudes of the N2 ghost on the three middle slices shown in Fig. 1b . ANOVA showed significant effects on both EPI readout-encoding bandwidths (F = 65.16, P < 0.0000001) and imaging slices (F = 35.45, P < 0.00001). Although the amplitude of the N2 ghost had similar behaviors for the three slices, there were significant differences between slice five and three or five and four (P < 0.0001), but there was no significant difference between slice three and four (P > 0.05). The highest The normalized means and standard deviations over all subjects are listed for the three regions-of-interest (ROI) and the three readout-encoding bandwidths defined in the Fig. 2 . The PWI ROI values are normalized by using those from the brain ROI (ROI3) of averaged raw EPI data (i.e. BOLD) for each bandwidth and for each volunteer (nPWI value= 1,000×PWI/BOLD in ROI3) * P < 0.000001: significant differences between BW = 2442 and BW = 2,790/BW = 3,004, EPI: echo planar imaging, FAIR: flowalternated inversion recovery, nPWI: normalized PWI amplitude of the N2 ghost was obtained at the EPI readoutencoding bandwidth of 2.442 kHz/pixel, corresponding to an ES of 0.47 ms. Figure 1c shows variations in N2 ghosting as a function of bandwidth, separately for the control and the labeling image for the phantom. Adding to EPI the ASL preparation part had no effect on N2 ghosting (F = 0.176, P = 0.677) as expected since the bandwidth values for scans with and without ASL preparation were the same. The ANOVA test also showed no effects by different acquisitions (two acquisitions for averaging) (F = 0.540, P = 0.467), implying that the EPI gradients are stable during multiple acquisitions. However, there were significant readout-encoding bandwidth effects (F = 3909.3, P < 0.000001). Within the ROI, the amplitudes of the N2 ghost on the averaged images of the control and the labeled scans are dependent on the selection of the EPI readout-encoding bandwidths.
Results of the studies on nine volunteers are listed in Table 1 , separately for the three ROIs and the three EPI bandwidth values. The normalized means and standard deviations over all subjects are computed based on the three ROIs and the three readout-encoding bandwidths defined in the Fig. 2 . The PWI ROI values are normalized by using those from the brain ROI (ROI3) of averaged raw EPI data (i.e. BOLD) for each bandwidth (BW) and for each volunteer, according to nPWI value = 1,000×PWI/BOLD in ROI3. Values in ROI2 at 2.442 kHz/pixel are significantly different compared to those at 2.790 kHz/pixel (P < 0.000001) or at 3.004 kHz/pixel (P < 0.000001). In contrast to ROI2, variations in the other two ROIs, in particular in RO3 located in the brain, were not significant. Table 1 also demonstrates that the N2 ghost amplitude in ROI2 is strongly depended on the selections of the bandwidth, but this dependence is diminished in the brain ROI. Figure 2 shows the representative EPI images of the averaged gradient-echo EPI images of control and labeling scans and the corresponding CBF maps obtained from a volunteer A B Fig. 3 The normalized time-series PWI data (subtraction, a) and the corresponding averaged EPI data (addition or BOLD, b) from three different EPI bandwidths obtained from the brain ROI for all volunteers. The BOLD signal is normalized to the mean of all time points. SI signal intensity using the FAIR ASL-MRI. The ROIs without (region 1) and with (region 2) N2 ghosting outside the brain (background) and one ROI (region 3) inside the brain regions to represent signal intensities are highlighted. As pointed out in Table 1 , intensity variations in ROI2 are significantly different between 2.442 and 2.790 kHz/pixel (P < 0.000001) or 3.004 kHz/pixel (P < 0.000001) in ROI2, but there is no significant difference between the other EPI bandwidths for the ROI2. In addition, the other ROIs show no significant dependence from bandwidth. N2 ghosting is dominant at BW = 2.442 kHz/pixel (ES = 0.47 ms), less dominant both at BW = 2.790 kHz/pixel (ES = 0.42 ms) and at BW = 3.004 kHz/pixel (ES = 0.4 ms), consistent with the result of the phantom study. N2 ghosting inside the brain areas is indicated on the CBF map shown in Fig. 2 by the white arrow. Figure 3 shows the normalized time-series PWI data (Fig. 3a) and the corresponding averaged EPI data (addition or BOLD, Fig. 3b ) obtained from the brain ROI of all volunteers. The time-series data are normalized to average value of control or unlabeled values obtained from the brain ROI for each volunteers. The BOLD signal is normalized to the mean of all time points. CoV values of the normalized PWI data over the dynamic scans are 47, 34.78 and 32.92% for 2.442, 2.790, and 3.004 kHz/pixel, respectively. Using the ROI data, we also compared the time-series PWI data for the three EPI bandwidth values, separately for each volunteer. With an adjusted significant level of α = 0.016 (0.05/3 tests), there are no significant difference among any EPI bandwidths for the time-series PWI data for any volunteer (P > 0.031). Variations may have been attenuated by averaging over relatively large ROIs. Therefore, we performed voxel-based analysis. The result using a linear mixed effect model showed statistically significant differences for ROI2 (P < 0.0001) but not for ROI1 and ROI3 (P > 0.05). Table 2 lists CBF values for each EPI readout-encoding bandwidth obtained from ROI2 (outside the brain) and ROI3 (inside brain) shown in the Fig. 2 . The CBF values are in units of ml/100 g per minute. Using multiple factor ANOVA with CBF values in the ROI as dependent and bandwidths as independent variable, the result showed the marked effect on CBF measurements in ROI2 as a functional of EPI readoutencoding bandwidths (F = 32.86, P < 0.00001), whereas variations in ROI3 region were not significant (F = 0.084, P = 0.919). Post hoc test showed that the marked CBF variations in ROI2 were primarily due to differences between the low bandwidth at 2.442 kHz/pixel relative to the intermediate bandwidth at 2.79 kHz/pixel as well as to the high bandwidth at 3.004 kHz/pixel (P < 0.0001), but difference between intermediate and high bandwidth was not significant (P > 0.15). Fig. 4 The results of the voxel-based analyses of the time-series PWI data obtained from two different volunteers (a, b) . The sign "<" means statistical comparisons between two data. In the figure, we adjusted the imaging contrast to emphasize N2 ghost artifacts outside brain
Results of the voxel-based analyses of the time-series PWI data are depicted in Fig. 4 for two different volunteers (4a and 4b). In Fig. 4 a, the time-series PWI data vary between low and intermediate or high bandwidth values in some voxels, indicating the influence of N2 ghost, especially the map of the most left image. In Fig. 4b , similar effects also can be found in another subject, although in different slices. Timeseries PWI data also differ between low and intermediate bandwidth in some voxels in the frontal and occipital lobes that might be explained by N2 ghost. In Fig. 4 , we adjusted imaging contrast to emphasize N2 ghost artifacts outside brain. For the time-series raw EPI data (average of unlabeled and labeled images for each time-point), we found significant differences between the bandwidth values for all subjects in whole brain for any comparisons, as expected
Discussion
The major finding of this study is that N2 ghosting can have a significant effect on the ASL signal in some regions, as shown in a voxel-based analysis. This is, in principle, possible, because the mechanical gradient vibrations may induce a spatially non-uniform fluctuating magnetic field. Another explanation, however, is that the artifacts are due to susceptibility variations between the acquisitions. However, the highlighted area of the most left map in Fig. 4a is likely not an artifact of susceptibility because the slice position is relatively distant from regions with known high susceptibility distortions and further the subject was at rest and did not perform any functional tasks during the measurement. Despite the conservative threshold value used (P = 0.005) for voxelbased comparisons, it could also be possible that these effects occurred just by chance given the large number of voxels and tests.
Although PWI data are sometimes used in evaluations of ASL-MRI data, quantitative CBF calculation can be a benefit for many physiological or clinical studies. Quantitative CBF measurements usually require information of M 0b , which is the equilibrium-state signal of blood obtained from an EPI data in full relaxation condition. Researchers often use the control EPI image (M 0t ) to approximate M 0b or measure M 0b images using a single-shot EPI with an infinite value for TR. The assumption M 0b = M 0t can then lead to an error if M 0t involves N2 ghosting when an inappropriate bandwidth is used. This can even be true for both the control and the labeled images. Although subtracting the labeled images from the control images ( M) may diminish N2 ghosting, the effect is re-introduced by CBF quantification through the computation M/M 0t . In addition, errors of CBF quantifications due to using M 0t to represent M 0b can be as high as 11.3 and 18.7% in gray matter and white matter, respectively in human brain.
We found no significant effect of N2 ghosting in PWI data based on the ROI analysis. One explanation for this result is that subtractions of labeled from unlabeled ASL data may reduce the effect of N2 ghosting on the perfusion signal, but still exist that as shown in Fig. 4 . Another explanation for the insensitivity of ASL to bandwidth selection is severely limited power to detect an effect because of the usually low SNR of the ASL signal. To gain power, we developed a linear mixed effect model that separated out random variations within subjects and fixed effects from changing bandwidths and added a co-factor to account for root mean square (RMS) noise variations between bandwidth settings. This approach still did not reveal significant N2 ghosting at the location of ROI3 inside of brain and only variations in ROI2 that is dominant to contributions of N2 ghosting were significant effect by bandwidth. Yet another, perhaps most likely explanation for lack of significant findings with ROI3 may be that the ROIs were too large and heterogeneous and effects "washed-out," because voxel-based analysis obtained significant results. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have examined the effects of different EPI readout bandwidths on an ASL perfusion MRI measurement.
The amplitude of N2 ghosts is depended on the selections of the bandwidth, but this dependence seems diminished in the brain. The first column of Table 1 , listing values from ROI1 outside the brain, clearly shows that normalized noise is similar among the three bandwidth values. The second column of the table, listing values from ROI2 that is still outside the brain but in a region potentially affected by N2 ghosting shows the N2 ghost amplitude decreasing with bandwidth values similarly to what was obtained in the phantom study (Fig. 1) . A factor 2 in absolute N2 ghosting amplitude is found between the 2.442 kHz/pixel and the 2.790 kHz/pixel (1.198 The phantom study shows, as expected, that the magnitude of the N2 ghost varies as a function of the EPI readout-encoding bandwidth, as the gradient vibrations pass through the mechanical resonance condition of the MR gradient system. Using the matrix size of 64 × 64, the magnitude of the N2 ghost initially increased at 2.442 kHz/pixel bandwidth and then decreased after 2.60 kHz/pixel bandwidth shown in Fig. 1b . One obvious solution to reducing N2 ghosting is an increase of the EPI readout-encoding bandwidth within the limitation of the gradient performance, but the signal can be fluctuated at a certain bandwidth. At higher magnetic fields, increasing the bandwidth also decreases the vulnerability of EPI to susceptibility distortions in regions with inhomogeneous fields [16] . Similarly, increasing echo spacing decreases sensitivity because of the transverse relaxation of the signal, while a large increase of bandwidth could become prohibitive because oscillating gradients can induce peripheral nerve stimulation. Together, the range of variations of EPI readout bandwidth and equivalently echo spacing can be too limited at high magnetic fields to effectively eliminate N2 ghosting.
Although functional studies are usually performed using a BOLD-based sequence, ASL-based functional studies have gained increasing interest for a variety of reasons, including increased sensitivity to extremely slow frequency stimuli [17] . The additional advantage of ASL-based functional study is that we can simultaneously obtain functional activation maps of blood flow by subtracting the labeled image from the control image as well as of BOLD by adding the two images [18] . N2 ghosting might still exist and BOLDbased activation may be compromised if the bandwidth is not optimized to minimize N2 ghosting. In our phantom and human brain studies, the noise of the raw images, both control and labeled images, was enhanced for certain bandwidth values. To find out what other groups used for bandwidth, we searched the PubMed database with the keyword of "arterial spin labeling MRI" and found about 432 papers. Of those only 19 papers listed values for EPI bandwidth [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . A summary of findings from all the reviewed studies is presented in Table 3 together with echo time, the EPI bandwidth, magnetic field strength, and the type of ASL methods. Bandwidth values varied depending on the gradient system of the MR instrument but they are likely independent from the ASL methods used. None of the studies in the Table 3 used a bandwidth within a bad N2 ghost regime suggested by Fig. 1b . In generally, it is recommended to use a high bandwidth value that speeds up data acquisition and may also reduce N2 ghosting, according to the graph in Fig. 1b. We did not perform fMRI experiments in this study. Future studies with ASL-MRI should investigate implications of bandwidth selection for fMRI to demonstrate the Nyquist ghost effect on fMRI measurements. Previous fMRI studies demonstrated that variable degrees of scanner noise, including variations in EPI bandwidth, affect activation patterns in fMRI [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . In addition, previous investigations showed that N2 ghosting can affect measurements of diffusion anisotropy such as fractional anisotropy and the relative anisotropy whereas mean diffusivity was not affected [12, 13] . The result of this study also showed that one should stay away from mechanical vibrations, which can result in artificial activation patterns in BOLD-based and ASL-based functional MRI studies [44] .
This study has several limitations: one limitation is that we did not account for our statistics loss of signal-to-noise due to N2 ghosting. Since signal averaging is essential in ASL, it is conceivable that N2 ghosting reduces the coherence of the ASL signal between subsequent scans and thus diminishing efficiency of signal averaging to gain SNR. Lack to account for reduced SNR may have selectively reduced our power to detect effects of N2 ghosting. Another limitation is that the data in this study were acquired using various bandwidths, but keeping the TE constant. Although this would control for changes in T2* weighting, a different choice of bandwidth in practice should lead to different choices of TE. Since a change of TE could have potentially led to different levels of Nyquist ghost (e.g. due to decaying eddy currents sampled therefore at different time points), the results with fixed TE cannot be extended necessarily to other cases. However, in general, an ASL acquisition with a gradient-echo EPI sequence is usually performed with a minimum echo time to increase SNR in raw images, making N2 ghosting again mainly depended on the selection of EPI bandwidth rather than on the selection of TE. Lastly another limitation is that we did not distinguish artifacts caused by the N2 ghost noise from those caused by B0 inhomogeneity. Moreover, we did not investigate N2 ghosting effects for multi-channel receivers that could potential amplify the effect.
Conclusion
The major finding of this study is that N2 ghosting can have a significant effect on the ASL signal. Based on the findings of voxel-wise analysis in PWI which showed that N2 ghosts had influence in the area of overlaps, quantitative CBF measurements that require extra EPI scans to determine the equilibrium state signal should be cautious. Therefore, careful tuning of the bandwidth of EPI is necessary to avoid artifacts in the ASL signal from N2-ghosting.
